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CHRIST IS BORN 

HIS GLORY

LUKE 1:1-14



SEVEN CENTURIES EARLIER MICAH HAD PROPHESIED
Now, right on cue, as God divinely had planned,

Mary and Joseph head to Bethlehem. v. 4-6

 Yes, God can and does use pagan kings and decrees.

 Happy indeed is the man whose past, present, and 
future rests in the hand of the Lord.

 All Jews were very exacting in regard to their 
ancestry, and it was not surprising that Joseph could 
trace his lineage to David. 

The Galilean couple heads south.
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JEWISH BETROTHAL 
The betrothal was like our engagement in most ways 
except that the ancient Jewish custom was binding! 

 It was so binding in fact that it could not be broken 
without death or an orthodox divorce.

 When Joseph discovered that his betrothed wife Mary 
was with child, he had grounds to obtain an orthodox

divorce; and likely would have if the angel had not 
appeared unto him and explained what was going on. 

What a beautiful little country inn they traveled to . . . 
“Nice cave, honey!”
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THE BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT v. 8-11

THE DESPISED SHEPHERDS

 Perhaps God was trying to teach everybody that 
sometimes there is more wealth in the fields of 
Bethlehem than in the courts of Caesar.

THE HEAVENLY ANGELS

 A translucent glow emanated from the angels, and 
“the glory of the Lord shone round about them.”
Both angels and shepherds became preachers.
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THE CONTENT OF THE MESSAGE v. 12-14

The message of the angels was in three phases:

1. A GREAT PRAISE—“Glory to God in the highest.”
2. A GREAT PEACE—“. . . on earth peace.”
3. A GREAT PURPOSE—This peace would become the 

possession of a select company of people—the 
objects of God’s good pleasure.

Jesus Christ would make salvation possible.
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REFLECTING ON THE GLORIOUS ARRIVAL 
OF CHRIST BORN IN BETHLEHEM

This birth of Immanuel was no accident!

 The Babe in the manger was God’s answer to man’s 
problem! Isaiah 53:6-11

– How EXTREME is His Power

– How EXCITING is His Promise

– How EXTENSIVE is His Provision

– How EXTRAORDINARY is His Peace

– How ECSTATIC is His Praise
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GLORY TO GOD

A story of thrilling progression.

 They heard.

 They came. 

 They saw. 

 They testified.

 They rejoiced and glorified God.

May we do the same . . . Glory to God in the Highest!
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